LL9757 Bamboo Cover Notebook with Pen
- Eco friendly bamboo cover notebook.
- 70 sheets of spiral bound recycled lined paper.
- Bamboo push button ballpoint pen.
- Elastic closure.
- Recycled symbol printed on each page.

Colour: [ ]
Refill Colour: [ ]
Item Size: Notebook – 135 x 180 x 20 (LxHxD)mm,
Pen – 142mmL x 11mm Dia.

LL9753 Stone Paper Notebook
- Recycled cardboard cover side spiral bound notebook.
- 68 lined pages (180 x 127 (LxH)mm) of paper made from stone.
- Tough paper works in extreme conditions, water resistant, tear resistant, grease proof and anti bacterial.
- Recycled symbol die cut on cover with green backing sheet showing through.
- Paper made from recycled construction materials and plasticiser, and can be recycled.

Colour: [ ]
Item Size: 130 x 183 x 9 (LxHxD)mm.